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  Strip-Poker 101 Gregor Niesser,2019-12-02 Many
special tips and tricks for women, but also for
men. Game variations that make strip poker more
diversified Tips for the preparation for a
successful evening List of hot punishments for the
losers Tips for skillful cheating All rule
statements ...and much more.
  Sex, Lies, and Video Poker Bob Dancer,2004
  Strip Poker Lisa Lawrence,2007-01-30 For Teresa
Knight, it is a game like no other. A game of
bluff and chance whose stakes go far beyond erotic
titillation. Where violence and voyeurism collide
and sex is about to become the last line of
defense. Hired to find out who’s blackmailing a
prominent black politician who likes her sex on
the wild side, Teresa becomes a player in an
underground game of strip poker. It’s a quest that
will tap into her own voracious sexual appetites
and introduce her to some wildly uninhibited men
and women, all of whom are leading secret lives.
But as the reluctant sleuth descends deeper into a
world of pleasure and fantasy, murder suddenly ups
the ante. From smoky underground clubs to uptown
mansions to a shadowy corporate entity whose
tentacles reach into the highest levels of
government, Teresa is on an increasingly obsessive
search to expose a killer, unravel a mystery—and
have a little fun along the way. . . .
  Zalman King's Red Shoe Diaries Zalman
King,2004-12 Inspired by the sensual Showtime
series, a trio of erotic stories, based on the
series screenplays, explores the compelling world
of sexual fantasy and uninhibited escapades in
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Hard Labor, Slow Train, and the title tale about a
lonely female voyeur irresistibly drawn to a group
of exhibitionists. Original.
  Strip Poker - Erotic Short Story Alexandra
Södergran,2020-10-29 She felt three sets of eyes
following her every move, but this was quite
unlike how it had started a couple of minutes ago.
Now they wanted to watch, she mesmerised them and
this gave her a sort of intoxicated high.
Forbidden, taboo, yet she was doing it. Because
she was daring enough, because she was alive and
determined to grasp life with both hands. Louise,
Camilla, David and Charlie are drinking wine and
playing cards. They quickly decide to step things
up a notch and have a game of strip poker. Louise
has known for a long time that she wants David. If
nothing else, she at least wants to shag him. But
Charlie, every girl's wet dream apart from Louise,
wanted her. Now they are all sitting there half-
dressed and anything can happen.... Is this the
night where they will all have their sexual
desires and fantasies fulfilled? Alexandra
Södergran is a Swedish, anonymous author of short
stories. In exciting, innovative ways her stories
tackle subjects that are often taboo. She
specialises in erotica, and her approach often
both surprises and entertains the reader.
  Date Night and Strip Poker John Derek,2020 Jack
and Jeannie are twenty somethings who had just
started dating. This was now their sixth date and
things were heating up. Dinner and a movie at
Jack's house and things get hot from there. This
is an adult sexual story and includes sexual
situation involving two willing adults. Be 18 or
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over to purchase. This story will only be
available for choose the price until 29 November
2020
  More Sex, Lies, and Video Poker Bob Dancer,2006
  Poker, Sex, and Dying Juel E.
Anderson,2003-05-01 The classic guide for winning
at poker is back in print - and better than ever!
Praised by poker experts and aficionados for
years, Poker, Sex & Dying trained scores of high-
stakes champions to play poker better - by
learning to 'play people. The pros swear by
Anderson's poker 'Bible. From page one, you'll
recognize the character types Anderson identifies
- because you've sat across the poker table from
them before! Now - face them with confidence, as
you use the tips, strategies and player profiles
Anderson highlights to beat them in the mind game
of poker - time after time. Discover 13 key
personality traits that will give you a big
advantage in any match. Anderson's simple-talking
style helps you unmask your opponents and gain a
huge psychological/competitive edge over them, by
getting inside their head. You'll learn to read
their gestures and movements, unmask their
weaknesses and have a clear picture of: . Who they
are . What they want . What causes their action .
How they bluff . How they tilt . The risk they're
willing to take . And the punishment you can give
back! Still one of the most influential books on
game theory available today, this top guide is a
must-read for all players - from novice to
veteran. Be the master of every match - when you
learn the art of 'Poker, Sex & Dying. Poker
player's are raving: 'This is one of my favorite
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books and favorite titles... the minute I started
reading it, I was able to identify traits of
people I competed against regularly... I took
advantage of my new knowledge and beat one of
those people at the final table of a small
tournament! 'The book provides a variety of
different personality profiles and discusses how
these personality types might perform at the poker
table. all serious players should read it.
  Game Changer Max Sebastian,2018-10-08 'We'll
play poker,' Hanna said. 'And whoever wins... gets
to spend the night with me.' Thad and his wife,
Hanna, are spending a week in the Slovakian Alps
with their old college buddies Jake and Hayden--
only, as soon as the airport shuttle dumps them in
the tiny resort town where everything is closed
and nobody speaks English, they discover there's
no snow this year. Just a whole load of rain. With
a week to get through until the shuttle bus
returns, and entirely without alcohol, the four
friends find it difficult to pass the time. Once
the conversation topics dry up, they soon start to
go stir crazy. But there's really, really,
absolutely nothing to do marooned in that
chalet.Until Thad's wife suggests a game of strip
poker--with herself as the ultimate prize.What
happens in the chalet stays in the chalet in this
sizzling-hot full-length erotic novel of wicked
wife-sharing, from the author of His Week With My
Wife.
  Zalman King's Red Shoe Diaries ,2005
  The Poker Night Createspace Independent Pub,The
Smith Couple,2016-01-04 The husband has some
friends over for his poker night when the wife
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returns from a party tipsy and horny. Poker is the
last thing on everyone's mind as the kinky wife
wants to take five guys at the same time. Her
husband enjoys the show, to his wife's major
excitement. Everyone wins in this super kinky
poker night where the wife is the willing
recipient of five horny guys. Erotica only the
Smith Couple can write. 6,510 words, 8 chapters of
explicit erotica!
  Strip Poker for Two April Ash,2009-02 The
contest-seduce a man, steal a pair of his boxers,
and have him write a love note. Best entry wins a
vacation to Hawaii. Now recovered from a bad
relationship, Melissa is eager to win. She's
looking for fun without any ties. As an ex-
military brat, she wants no part of military life.
Childhood friend and career Army Captain, Jason
moves nearby and is chosen by the other
contestants as Melissa's target. He had a crush on
her as a teenager. He's looking for fun and no
commitments, after an ex-fiance betrayed his
trust. Mutual desire draws them together quickly.
Melissa suggests strip poker to spice up their
encounters. Looking, touching and tasting-they
never finish her games before lust prevails.
Contest? Military life? Trust? Each admits to
loving the other but can they resolve the
differences threatening to separate them and save
their relationship once he finds out about the
contest?
  Daddy's Poker Game Elaine Shuel,2014-10-27
Trish, 22 and a virgin, was saving herself for Mr.
Right. She is startled to be woken up by her dad,
who adopted her when she was a child, and a black
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stranger, in her bedroom. Her father played poker
and he requests his daughter sleep with the dark
man. Will she do it? Find out in this short but
hot erotic story.
  My Lady Gambler Victoria Pond,2012-11-28 A
collection of erotic romance in the Age of Steam,
featuring a Regency novella... Cara St. Cross is
determined to play at the highest-stakes poker
club in all of Great Britain even if getting in
requires her to dress like a man. Stanley, Lord
Greenhope, doesn't truly believe that Mister St.
Cross has had relations with his wife, but that
doesn't stop him from challenging the (wo)man to a
duel. In the early Age of Steam, duels are still
legal, young ladies get kidnapped to Gretna Green,
and only the villains seem to care whether Cara
wins at the tables. As well as the Regency
novella, this collection includes three short
stories of Victorian-style steampunk erotica: Miss
Carlotta Stembridge crafts her own troupe of
dancing automatons in The Clockwork Dancers. When
she meets a flesh-and-blood dancer who steals her
heart, she must fight society and her own
creations if she wants to keep him in her life. In
On the Curious Condition of the Anachronism in
Modern Aviation Structures, First Mate Jess Priory
of the merchant airship Aer Nova offers passage to
a handsome doctor. Lucky thing she did, since his
skills come in handy when the ship is attacked The
possibility of a time machine causes more problems
than it solves in Dorothea Franklin's Marvelous
Machine. Thankfully, the inventor can console
herself with the darkly sexy, powerful Sir George,
Grand Master of the London Masons.
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  The Kama Sutra of Poker Victor Irons,2018-11-19
I read other books on poker and they helped, but
KSoP taught poker playing at a different level.
The lessons will never leave my thoughts again.
Mike Z., San Diego, CA Just watch and learn. KSoP
nails player descriptions to a comical level. Matt
S, Boise, ID Crass is the only word to describe
KSoP, but that’s a good thing. Poker is a money
game, and learning to win money should be taught
without sugarcoating. Chico, Fresno, CA While
nobody has been able to determine the origins of
the game of poker. Thousands if not tens of
thousands of books have been written to help
players understand the complexity of the game, the
people who play the game and situational positions
that players find themselves in on an given night.
However for the first time “Poker” himself has
decided to toss his hat into the arena of author.
The Kama Sutra of Poker (KSoP) is the result. KSoP
takes the art of poker to the highest level by
teaching its readers the “untalked” about part of
the game. That’s how players give their reads and
tells away through their personal characteristics.
In short, Poker has made it as simple as
remembering 6 sexual positions. Poker craftily
ties the two most popular past times (gambling and
sex) into a hilarious educational book. He also
goes back to the tried and true way of teaching
each reader how to retain all the lessons. That’s
with good old fashion proven techniques of “Tough
love” lessons! First, Poker teaches a simple way
to remember your opponent’s mannerisms and
personality types. Second, he uses a unique way of
adding exaggerated “imprints” and attaching them
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to your enemy’s for the instant recall required
when playing poker. Third, Poker walks you through
crazy examples to engrain you new found knowledge.
There are no babies playing poker against you so
Poker gives each lesson in harsh factual stories.
If you’re a sensitive (faggy) person this book
will be over your head and offensive, but if
you’re one of the few people left out there that
likes his lessons spelled out for them, Poker will
not disappoint you. Labeled sexiest and raciest by
the United States of America, KSoP delivers crass
remarks, stereotypical examples, and very adult
rated sexual overtones to get the lessons into
your thick skulls. With the new world being over
sensitive to every facet of life, KSoP is a
throwback book that focuses on your goals. Getting
better at poker and winning every time you play.
Ask yourself these questions. Why did my opponent
bet the way he did? Can I win every night? Will I
be that much better than my opponents? By the time
that it takes you read KSoP, you will have the
answer to all these powerful questions. Learning
has a core trait and KSoP uses this trait to
perfection. Great teachers use these core traits
to get their lessons to their students. You must
engage your brain three times on the same subject
before it becomes secondary to your thought
process. Poker has taken the time to repeat his
lessons using different stories and facts. Poker
builds on your lessons starting with a strong
foundation, then strong retention, and finally a
strong memory technique.
  The Big Deal Howard Jenkins,2007-07 Howard
Jenkins concocts a scorching story featuring
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womanizing, jazz-loving, poker player
extraordinaire, and sexually passionate executive
Paul Langley. Langley, while courting an office
romance with fellow executive, Maureen, meets
Vivian Davis at an online Texas Hold em table.
Vivian, a sexy redhead who shares his passion for
poker and sex seems to be Mrs. Right. Langley
finds himself falling in love with Vivian and
participating in her mob connected ex-boyfriends
plan to pull off a multi million-dollar heist at a
poker tournament in Las Vegas. Paul and Vivian
enjoy exciting sex and huge doses of intense poker
action that turns into a showdown with the
underworld while Langley is brought face to face
with the unfamiliar man he has become and his new
desire to protect Vivian. Can he con the conmen?
Can he and Vivian walk away unscathed?
  Poker Slave William Jeffrey,2020-11-28 Winning
Lily, a young beautiful submissive in the last
hand of a poker game, was only the beginning of
this highly sexually explicit romp. Others are
drawn to Lily like moths to a flame, adding to the
erotic payout of that one life-changing poker
hand.When Lily first walked into the room, I was
spellbound. I couldn't take my eyes off her small
Asian/Polynesian form as she floated around the
room. Even after she was included in the pot to
cover a bet and became my world, I didn't
understand how this sensually submissive being
could change everything.Without trying, Lily
inspires my plunge into dominance and submission,
BDSM, restraints, and discipline. Along with all
those that fell head over heels in lust with Lily,
we came under the spell of my sweet subservient.
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  Positively Fifth Street James McManus,2007-04-01
Rough sex, black magic, murder, and the science-
and eros-of gambling meet in the ultimate book
about Las Vegas James McManus was sent to Las
Vegas by Harper's to cover the World Series of
Poker in 2000, especially the mushrooming progress
of women in the $23 million event, and the murder
of Ted Binion, the tournament's prodigal host,
purportedly done in by a stripper and her
boyfriend with a technique so outré it took a
Manhattan pathologist to identify it. Whether a
jury would convict the attractive young couple was
another story altogether. McManus risks his entire
Harper's advance in a long-shot attempt to play in
the tournament himself. Only with actual table
experience, he tells his skeptical wife, can he
capture the hair-raising brand of poker that
determines the world champion. The heart of the
book is his deliciously suspenseful account of the
tournament itself-the players, the hand-to-hand
combat, and his own unlikely progress in it.
Written in the tradition of The Gambler and The
Biggest Game in Town, Positively Fifth Street is a
high-stakes adventure, a penetrating study of
America's card game, and a terrifying but often
hilarious account of one man's effort to
understand what Edward O. Wilson has called
Pleistocene exigencies-the eros and logistics of
our primary competitive instincts.
  Poker Sara Eirew,Sam Hunt,2015-01-03 Sex, love,
and foolish games being played by an evil
organization throw Samantha Drake and Thomas Hunt
into a thrilling adventure that tests the limits
of their courage and resolve to do what is right.
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From the sandstone arches of Utah to the islands
of the Caribbean, Sam and Thomas go all in to
finally finish the game and give their love a
chance. Thomas embraces his Dominant side as Sam
learns to surrender control. Will she be able to
commit to forever? Will love be enough to see them
through the ultimate test of their new bond? Don't
miss the exciting conclusion to the highly
acclaimed Roulette: Love Is A Losing Game and its
follow-up, Blackjack: Wicked Game. Poker is a
modern, steamy erotic novel set in Las Vegas. It
contains explicit sexual scenes, light BDSM, and
frequent profanity. It is intended for adults
only.
  Raising the Stakes Jess Dee,2017-05-23 Play out
the hand her way...or fold? He need to think long
and hard about the rules of this game, and it’s
not poker rules he’s worried about. Raising the
Stakes, Book 2 of the Three of a Kind series from
multi-award winning, bestselling, contemporary
erotic romance author Jess Dee is a passion filled
ménage romance that will leave you breathless.
It's taken Desmond Reed four years to finally see
what's been right in front of him all this time:
his best friend, Megan Loxley. But he's waited too
long. Megan’s fallen for his poker buddy, Alex
Truman. Des wants to grab hold of Megan and haul
her as far away from Alex as he can get her. Only
Alex isn’t letting Megan go for all the chips on
the table. Des can play his hand and reveal his
true feelings, but the wager is huge. He stands to
lose his best friend...or win the biggest jackpot
of his life. Then Megan raises the stakes. She
loves Alex, but she loves Des too. Rather than
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give one of them up, she’s betting on both men.
Now Des has a choice: stick around and play by
Megan’s rules, or forfeit his hand—the woman he
loves—to another man. This contemporary erotic
romance contains a ménage, dating & relationships,
gambling & poker, adult themes, and is not
intended for readers under the age of 18.
Previously Published: (2010) Samhain Publishing
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titles. It also
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borrow digital
copies of
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and educational
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papers, and
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them invaluable
resources for
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Some notable
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materials from
the
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology, and
the Digital
Public Library
of America,
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a vast
collection of
digitized books
and historical
documents. In
conclusion,
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download have
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way we access
information.
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cost-effective
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library of
resources at
our fingertips.
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to an ever-
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the vast world
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download and
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Erotic Poker
Books

Where can1.
I buy
Erotic
Poker
books?
Bookstores
: Physical
bookstores
like
Barnes &
Noble,
Waterstone
s, and
independen
t local
stores.
Online
Retailers:
Amazon,

Book
Depository
, and
various
online
bookstores
offer a
wide range
of books
in
physical
and
digital
formats.
What are2.
the
different
book
formats
available?
Hardcover:
Sturdy and
durable,
usually
more
expensive.
Paperback:
Cheaper,
lighter,
and more
portable
than
hardcovers
. E-books:

Digital
books
available
for e-
readers
like
Kindle or
software
like Apple
Books,
Kindle,
and Google
Play
Books.
How do I3.
choose a
Erotic
Poker book
to read?
Genres:
Consider
the genre
you enjoy
(fiction,
non-
fiction,
mystery,
sci-fi,
etc.).
Recommenda
tions: Ask
friends,
join book
clubs, or
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explore
online
reviews
and
recommenda
tions.
Author: If
you like a
particular
author,
you might
enjoy more
of their
work.
How do I4.
take care
of Erotic
Poker
books?
Storage:
Keep them
away from
direct
sunlight
and in a
dry
environmen
t.
Handling:
Avoid
folding
pages, use
bookmarks,
and handle

them with
clean
hands.
Cleaning:
Gently
dust the
covers and
pages
occasional
ly.
Can I5.
borrow
books
without
buying
them?
Public
Libraries:
Local
libraries
offer a
wide range
of books
for
borrowing.
Book
Swaps:
Community
book
exchanges
or online
platforms
where
people

exchange
books.
How can I6.
track my
reading
progress
or manage
my book
collection
? Book
Tracking
Apps:
Goodreads,
LibraryThi
ng, and
Book
Catalogue
are
popular
apps for
tracking
your
reading
progress
and
managing
book
collection
s.
Spreadshee
ts: You
can create
your own
spreadshee
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t to track
books
read,
ratings,
and other
details.
What are7.
Erotic
Poker
audiobooks
, and
where can
I find
them?
Audiobooks
: Audio
recordings
of books,
perfect
for
listening
while
commuting
or
multitaski
ng.
Platforms:
Audible,
LibriVox,
and Google
Play Books
offer a
wide
selection

of
audiobooks
.
How do I8.
support
authors or
the book
industry?
Buy Books:
Purchase
books from
authors or
independen
t
bookstores
. Reviews:
Leave
reviews on
platforms
like
Goodreads
or Amazon.
Promotion:
Share your
favorite
books on
social
media or
recommend
them to
friends.
Are there9.
book clubs
or reading

communitie
s I can
join?
Local
Clubs:
Check for
local book
clubs in
libraries
or
community
centers.
Online
Communitie
s:
Platforms
like
Goodreads
have
virtual
book clubs
and
discussion
groups.
Can I read10.
Erotic
Poker
books for
free?
Public
Domain
Books:
Many
classic
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books are
available
for free
as theyre
in the
public
domain.
Free E-
books:
Some
websites
offer free
e-books
legally,
like
Project
Gutenberg
or Open
Library.
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